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Abstract
This paper reports on the results of a Monte Carlo study. The latter
investigates the performance of various versions of the Conformity test
( CCT ) for the existence and rank of cointegration, as given in Dhrymes
(1996b), the likelihood ratio test ( LRT ) as given in Johansen (J) (1988),
(1991), and the stochastic trends qf(k,m) test (SW), as given in Stock
and Watson (1988).
The design of the experiments allows for small, medium and large
stationary roots, and one, two, and three unit roots. The largest system
investigated is a quadrivariate VAR(4).
Results based on the underlying normal theory indicate that the per-
formance of the CCT is extremely good when the null hypothesis in-
volves the sum of, or individual, (characteristic) roots, some of which are
not zero; it does not perform reliably when the sum of the roots under
the null involves, in truth, all zero roots, i.e. if we are testing a null that
a root, say A obeys A > 0 and the null is in fact true, the test performs
exceedingly well. If the null, however, is in fact false it has very little
power.
Results based on non-standard asymptotic theory for estimators of
zero roots indicate that the CCT has very good power characteristics
in detecting the rank of cointegration, but it exhibits some size distortions
that can potentially lead to overestimation of the true cointegrating rank.
On the other hand, both versions are robust to non normal and dependent
error structures. Such results generally hold for sample sizes 100 and 500.
For samples of size 100, the LR test performs quite well, in terms
of size, when the error process is Gaussian and when small and medium
stationary roots are employed in the experimental design, but does rather
poorly in terms of power. The problem is magnified with large stationary
roots, and/or non-normal errors. The results improve, as expected, for
sample size 500.
The SW qf(k,m) test performs rather poorly overall, and cannot be
recommended for use in empirical applications.
Key words: Monte Carlo, Cointegration, Cointegration rank, Confor-
mity Test, Likelihood Ratio Test.
1 Introduction
The purpose of this study is to investigate the small sample properties of the
Conformity Cointegration Test (CCT) given in Dhrymes (1996b), the likeli-
hood ratio test given in Johansen (1988), (1991), (J) and the Stock and Watson
(SW) "filtering" test for "common trends" given in Stock and Watson (1988).
A significant innovation in our work lies in the design of the Monte Carlo ex-
periments. Using the framework provided in Dhrymes (1996), we extend the
type of feasible models that may be used as Data Generating Processes (DGP).
Previous studies used relatively simple specifications. This Monte Carlo study
is, to the best of our knowledge, the first to employ a general VAR, with more
than two lags, unrestricted specification on the stationary roots, and relatively
mild restrictions on the parameter matrices. This will provide better informa-
tion on the finite (small) sample performance of the tests under consideration,
as the proposed DGP is more akin to systems encountered in empirical appli-
cations. Moreover, by comparing our results with similar results of studies that
had used simpler DGP, we will assess the significance of the lag structure on
various tests' performance.
A number of Monte Carlo studies have appeared in the literature including
those of Yap and Reinsel (1995),1 Toda (1995) and Haug (1996). These studies
explicitly study the tests we consider here but with different design approaches.
The experimental scheme of Yap and Reinsel is more closely related to ours,
since in the construction of their simulated data they use a trivariate model
1
 They conduct a limited simulation study, as part of their work on cointegration in
ARMA(p,q) models.
and two lags. They found acceptable size properties for the LR test, but they
conclude that the tests proposed by Stock and Watson are relatively weak.
The studies of Toda and Haug are done in a bivariate setting, as is the
case with most previous Monte Carlo studies. The one conducted by Toda
is concerned only with the LR framework. His results show unambiguously
that, to achieve an acceptably good performance for the LR tests, a relatively
big sample size (400) is required. He also finds that underestimation of the
rank of cointegration occurs quite frequently. Moreover, he stresses the fact
that the correlation structure of the model's error process plays an important
role in the performance of the tests. Finally, he notes that in actual practice
one typically deals with a higher dimensional system, i.e. more variables and
possibly more lags; thus, the usefulness of his results as a guide to empirical
practice is ambiguous. This is something our study tries to provide.
Haug's study is more extensive in the number of cointegration tests it con-
siders, among which are both the LR tests of Johansen, and Stock and Watson's
'Common Trends' test. His design is again a bivariate one. He finds, in con-
trast to Yap and Reinsel, that the tests of Stock and Watson have relatively high
power, and suggests that they should be considered in empirical applications.
Moreover, he finds that the LR test exhibits relatively small size distortions.
Monte Carlo Studies of similar nature can also be found in Blangiewicz and
Charemza (1990), who explore the empirical percentiles of cointegration tests
when 'customized' testing, using empirical percentiles, is considered.
Boswijk and Frances (1992) consider, in a bivariate model, the effects on
power and size of cointegration tests stemming from the dynamic specification
of the model. They find that underspecification (of lags) leads to size distortions
whereas overspecification leads to power loss.
Kremers, Ericsson and Dolado (1992) explore the power of the ADF (aug-
mented Dickey-Fuller), and Engle and Granger's two step testing procedures;
they operate with a bivariate design as well.
Cheung and Lai (1993) are concerned with the LR tests, again in a bivariate
setting and with the use of response surface analysis. Their main consideration
is the robustness of the LR tests relative to lag misspecification and non-normal
errors. They find robustness in overspecification of lags. They also propose a
finite sample correction for use with the asymptotic critical values. 2
Haug (1993), concentrates mainly on the size distortions of residual based
tests for cointegration, mainly the ADF test.
Hooker (1993) examines the trade-offs between size and power again in a
simple model.
Finally, van Giersbergen (1996), considers the effects of using bootstraping
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 The correction suggested is to multiply the asymptotic critical values by the factor T/{T—
qn) where q is the dimension of the system and n the number of lags.
on the size properties of the LR Trace test, finding some merit in this procedure,
especially in the presence of moving average components in the model.
Though the studies of Toda (1995) and Haug (1996) are concerned with
models that involve a constant, and are, thus, not directly comparable to ours
in terms of their general design, they are nonetheless quite useful because of
their thorough experimentation. In this connection we should also note that, in
their study, Yap and Reinsel (1995) assume no constant in the Data Generating
Process but they include a constant in the estimation stage. This does not
appear to affect significantly the performance of the tests they consider.
We organize the paper as follows: In sections 2 and 3 we present the scope
of the problem under study, and the theoretical developments that motivate the
CCT test and its variants, for a VAR(n) model. We closely follow Dhrymes
(1996b), but we do not present the full argumentation here; the interested reader
may refer to the original reference. Section 4 explains the design of our Monte
Carlo experiments. Finally, Section 5 is devoted to a discussion of the results
obtained, while Section 6 provides our conclusions, along with some possible
extensions of the current work.
2 Scope of the Problem
To set the framework of the study consider the ( q -element row vector) stochas-
tic sequence X = {Xt. : t £ Af+ } defined on the probability space ( Q,, A, V)
and suppose it obeys a VAR(n) specification
£ . - 2 , \ H0 = Iq, L° = I, (1)
t = 0
where L is the usual lag operator, Iq is the identity matrix of dimension
q, and the unsubscripted symbol / denotes the identity operator such that
Xt.I = Xt..3 Dividing 11(7,) by (L - I) yields
n(L) = n(i)-(i-L)n*(L), (2)
where II* (L) is a polynomial matrix operator of order n — 1 , involving functions
of the matrix coefficients. If 11(1) = 0 , the matrix operator 11(7,) is said to have
a unit root factorization, and the underlying stochastic sequence is 7(1) and
not cointegrated. If 11(1) is nonsingular, the underlying stochastic sequence
is stationary, and thus 7(0). If 11(1) is nonnull but singular, the sequence is
7(1) but cointegrated, and the rank of cointegration is the rank of 11(1).
The identity operator will be omitted when it multiplies a coefficient matrix or vector.
It should also be noted that in the literature one assumes that the characteristic
roots of the operator H(L), i.e. the roots of the determinantal equation
x (z) = |II(*)| = 0, (3)
where z is a complex indeterminate, obey \z{\ > 1, i = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , nq. If all
roots obey the strict inequality, the sequence is stationary 7(0); if 11(1,) has a
unit root factorization,
of course this does not automatically ensure that the determinantal component
above has no additional unit roots. Finally, if the characteristic equation has
precisely r0 unit roots,
**(z) = (l-z)r°*(z) = Q, (4)
such that the roots of TT*(Z) = 0 obey \ZJ\ > 1 , j = r0 + 1 , . . . , nq or, altern-
tively, the roots of |TT(Z)| = 0 (all) lie outside the unit circle. Consequently,
the number of unit roots of Eq. (3) corresponds to the number of zero roots of
11(1), and it may be noted that the remaining roots of 11(1) are less than one
in absolute value.
It follows from the preceding that to establish the existence and rank of
cointegration, it is sufficient to establish the presence of zero roots for 11(1),
and their number, respectively.
The usefulness of cointegration tests for empirical researchers is dual: first,
it identifies the probabilistic properties of the sequence X and second, it leads
to the estimation of the cointegrating matrix B, such that Z = {Zt. : t £ A/+}
is stationary, where
Zt. = Xt.B. (5)
In this paper we are concerned primarily with the first part above, i.e. with
procedures (tests) to determine the existence and rank of cointegration, in the
context of an underlying stochastic sequence, which is presumed to be 1(1).
Testing for, and determining the rank of, cointegration involves a search for
the number of unit roots in the characteristic equation of the system or, what
is equivalent, the number of zero roots of 11(1). Testing for the existence
of a unit root in univariate series is commonly done using the Dickey-Fuller
test, Dickey and Fuller (1979), (1981). This test was also employed in the
paper by Engle and Granger (1987). Residual tests of this type were further
investigated in Phillips and Ouliaris (1991), (PO) who actually examine not
only the test noted above but also a number of other alternatives. PO (1988)
develop tests for cointegration based on principal components. Shin (1994)
proposes a residual based test in the context of a structural (single) equation.
Stock and Watson (1988) examine a model in which the underlying stochastic
sequence obeys (I — L)Xt. — et.C(L) , the right member representing a "causal"
moving average of infinite extent. Their objective is to determine the number
of unit roots, or what they call "trends".
Testing for cointegration in the context of a VAR model has also received
extensive attention in the literature. In its error correction (EC) form, Johansen
(1988), (1991) pioneered in the use of maximum likelihood methods for estimat-
ing the cointegrating matrix, as well as likelihood ratio tests for establishing the
presence, and rank, of cointegration. Ahn and Reinsel (1990), Johansen and
Juselius (1990), Reinsel and Ahn (1992), Saikkonen (1992), Boswijk (1994),
Kleibergen and van Dijk (1994), Yap and Reinsel (1995), (for ARMA(p, q)
models), and Bewley and Yang (1995) all employ the VAR (EC) representation
of the underlying stochastic sequence in testing for the number of unit roots.
As with the distributional theory for unit root tests in univariate series,
cointegration in a multivariate context entails "non-standard" asymptotics for
the limiting distributions of the test statistics, which requires a considerable
degree of mathematical sophistication for its comprehension. In addition, crit-
ical values for the relevant test statistics can only be obtained via Monte Carlo
approximations. 4
The type of simulation experiments we undertake has been employed by
other authors, but in a more circumscribed form. Previous studies had seldom
employed trivariate models with more than one lag. Indeed, the most common
feature of the experimental design of most Monte Carlo studies, entails a bi-
variate model with one lag, and occassionally a triangular structure with (a)
unit root(s) and null stationary roots. By constrast, in this study we employ
quadrivariate models with four lags. This is possible if we employ the structure
of the design as set forth in Dhrymes (1996). The experimental design enables
us to specify the roots of the characteristic equation of the system arbitrarily
and, subsequently, determine the elements of the matrices IIZ of Eq. (1). This
is not the most general possible design, in that the matrices in question need
to obey certain triangularity conditions. Still, the experimental design we
employ enables us to assess the relevance of the size of the stationary roots in
determining the small sample performance of the tests examined. Moreover,
by comparing our results with similar results in previous studies we may be
able to determine whether the dimension of the system, and/or the number
of lags specified, has any bearing on the small sample performance of various
4
 A by-product of this study, is a new set of critical values for both the Conformity Test
and the Likelihood Ratio Test. They appear in Dhrymes (1998), (Appendix II to Ch. 6).
They are based on 2000 observations and 20,000 replications and are, thus, more accurate
than anything that has hitherto appeared in the literature.
cointegration tests.
3 Theoretical Framework
Consider again the stochastic sequence X defined in Eq. (1), which we repeat
for clarity,
Xt.U(L) = et., * = 1,2,3, ,
where e = {et. : t £ J\f+} is a q-element (multivariate) white noise process with
mean zero and positive definite covariance matrix S . In view of Eq. (2) we
may write the model in Eq. (1) in its Error Correction form
AXt. = -X^.Uil) + ]T AXt_t.U; + et.. (6)
Using the notation
P = (Xt.), X = (AX t .!, AX,_2., • • •, AXt.n+1.), J = ( -n( l ) ' , II*')' (7)
where II* = (IIJ , • • •, n*_x) , we may write the entire sample on the EC form
of Eq. (6) as
A P = - p _ 1 n ( i ) + x n * + /y, u = {et.). (8)
Under the cointegration hypothesis, the matrix 11(1) is of reduced rank r =
q — r0 , where r0 is the number of unit roots of the characteristic equation of
the system. In the likelihood ratio context of Johansen (1988), (1991), one uses
the rank factorization theorem to write
U(1) = BT\ (9)
where B,T are both q x r matrices of rank r . In that context, one further
assumes that the e-process is Gaussian, maximizes the likelihood function, thus
estimating the matrix of cointegrating vectors B, and the matrix V of the so
called 'factor loadings'. The maximized value of the likelihood function is
,IT,E) = c0 - ^ £ l n ( l - A,-), (10)
where the A; are the r largest roots of
0 = \\V'V-V'W{W'W)-1W'V\, V = NP-U W = NAP,
N = IT-X(X'X)-1X'. (11)
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The test for cointegration of rank r is then a likelihood ratio test (LRT) that
the remaining r0 = q — r roots are null.
The conformity cointegration test ( CCT ), on the other hand, operates with
the unrestricted estimator of 11(1), which is given by
n(i) = -(v'vy'v'w = n(i) - {v'vy'v'u, (12)
does not require that the e-process be Gaussian, and relies on the fact that
T a [n ( l ) -n ( l ) ] ^ 0 , for any a < 1. 5 The CCT is, thus, a semiparametric
test in that it relies only on the basic definition of cointegration, i.e. on the fact
that if the sequence is cointegrated, the entity zt. = Xt.H(l) is stationary and,
consequently, (1/T)II(1) P_1P_1II(1) converges to a qx q singular matrix, of
rank equal to the rank of cointegration. It is shown in Dhrymes (1996b) that if
we define
^ t ' ' (13)
and if M(0) is the probability limit of M,
1 T
vec[M-Af(O)] = ^ = Y V ^ > # ~ i V ( o , # * ) (14)
where
gt = [z't_v <g> z't_i. ~ ^(0)], m(0) = vec[M(0)], ^ = lim E(gtg't). (15)
1 —>oo
Note that the covariance matrix ^* is singular since it contains redundant
elements, such as e.g. the variance and covariances of the elements rhij and
rhji, for i / j . This, however, is of little consequence since we may remove the
redundant elements quite easily. To this end, note that if S is a q(q-\-1)/2 x q2
selection matrix that extracts the distinct elements of vec(M), the relevant
covariance matrix is obtained as
q = S$*S'. (16)
It is also shown in Dhrymes (1996b) that the (ordered) characteristic roots of
M , contained in the diagonal matrix A , obey
y/Td*[k - A] - d*[VTQ'[M - M(0)](J], (17)
where the notation d*[A] indicates the diagonal elements of the matrix
and Q is the orthogonal matrix of the decomposition M(0) = QAQ' .
5
 Occassionally this property is referred to in the literature as "superconsistency".
We are now in a position to formulate the first variant of the CCT . Denote
by Aj, i = 1, 2, ...,<?, the roots of M arranged in decreasing order of mag-
nitude and note that, under cointegration, at least Ai converges to a strictly
positive limit, so that trM(O) > 0. Let Si be another selection (q x q2) ma-
trix that selects from vec(M) its diagonal elements. The marginal limiting
distribution of the (centered) diagonal elements is evidently normal with mean
zero and covariance matrix
^1=S1^S[. (18)
We are now in a position to formulate a general standard test for the presence
of cointegration, based on the statistic
» ^ ) , (19)
where e is a g-element column vector of unities.
Remark 1. In applications, the value of trM(O) is, of course, unknown and
the question arises as to precisely how the test is to be carried out. The natural
null hypothesis is trM(O) = 0 ; however, this is the hypothesis that all the roots
of 11(1) are null so that for all intents and purposes 11(1) = 0. The preceding
discussion indicates that this condition implies that the underlying sequence is
7(1), and not cointegrated. Hence, the distribution theory under which we
operate is invalid. Thus, what we need is to formulate the test in terms of the
null hypothesis
Ho : trM(O) > 0 ,
as against the alternative
# ! : trM(O) = 0 .
If the hypothesis is rejected we take it to mean that the sequence is / ( I ) ,
and not cointegrated. If it is accepted we take the result to mean that the
underlying sequence is cointegrated. Using the limiting distribution theory
alluded to above, let tr M be the test statistic and note that, under the null we
have, asymptotically,
V(Am) = 1 - a, where A* = {LO : T1/2 trM - trM(O) < 1.96}, (20)
where T is the sample size and s is the estimator of the standard deviation
as given by the limiting distribution. The relationship of Eq. (20) implies that
(for large T) the random interval
[trM - 1.96—J=, trM + 1.961
 y/T
covers the true parameter with probability, approximately, 1 — a.. Taking this
interval, then, as the acceptance region of the test we have the following
procedure: If with a given sample the interval above does not contain zero, we
accept the null; if it does we reject. This then is a test of (approximate) size
a.
Alternatively, we may use a device similar to the employed by Phillips and
Ouliaris (1988) in connection with their principal components based test for
cointegration. In our case this would involve formulating the hypothesis as
HQ : trM(O) = 7, 7 arbitrarily small,
as against the alternative
where 7 is an arbitrarily small number such as .01 or .001. The reason this
arbitrariness does not materially affect the results is that in this case, as well
as in Phillips and Ouliaris, the test in question is consistent.
From a practical point of view, it makes no particular difference whether we
choose 7 to be zero or .01 or .001, since in the presence of cointegration t r M
overwhelms 7 . The reason for its insertion, however, is simply to uphold the
applicability of the limiting distribution to the null. Notice that if we state the
null as trM(0) = 0, this form of the null is not an admissible hypothesis,
given the conditions employed in deriving the limiting distribution. On the other
hand trM(0) = 7 is, strictly speaking, admissible. Consequently, this
device preserves the formal niceties, and at the same time gives us a particularly
simple procedure in testing for the presence of cointegration.
If one is uncomfortable with this last formulation one may always use the
confidence interval interpretation noted earlier.
To test whether a particular root of M is null, one needs the limiting distri-
bution of the characteristic roots, which may be found in Dhrymes (1996b). In
connection with that derivation we note that the nonnull characteristic roots,
say A = (Ai, A2, A3,. . . , Ar) have the limiting distribution
Vr(A-A)-j\r(o,EA), (21)
while the null roots, as well as their limiting covariance matrix, both converge to
zero in the following sense. Let A* consist of the r0 remaining roots of M(0).
If we focus our attention on M* = (1/T)II(1) P_1P_iII(l), which has the same




It is shown in Dhrymes (1996b) that as A* —» 0 , £^ —>• 0 , and A/TA* —> 0,
at least in probability. Thus, in terms of the framework provided above, no
formal test is possible for the null roots. Consequently, we need to examine the
question of how we should normalize their estimators in order to establish a
nontrivial limiting distribution.
In view of the preceding discussion a test of the hypothesis that the rank of
cointegration is at least r , may be carried out through the test statistic
CRT(ro + l) = ^ J=r J ~ 7 \ (23)
where sq_r+1 is the estimated standard deviation of the sum in the numerator.
If in fact Ar > 0 , and the test results in rejection, we shall conclude that at
least Ar > 0 , so that there are at most q — r = r0 zero roots and, consequently,
that the rank of cointegration is at least r . Thus, the test statistic CRT(i)
can be used, sequentially, in order to test for the rank of cointegration. The
procedure will fail to produce meaningful results when all the summands are in
fact null, i.e. when in truth Yl)=r Aj = 0 .
3.1 Limiting Distribution of Zero Root Estimators
To tackle this problem it turns out that it is more convenient to operate with
the characteristic roots of M in the metric of £ , the covariance matrix of
the structural errors. Thus, we consider the roots of
| A E - M | = 0 .
It is shown in Dhrymes (1996b), (1998) that the estimator of the non zero
roots remains as before, mutatis mutandis, while the limiting distribution of
the estimator of zero roots is nonstandard and, moreover, the following is true:
i. A test of the hypothesis that the rank of cointegration is r , as against the
alternative that it is greater than r , i.e. a test of the null hypothesis that
there are r0 = q — r zero roots, as against the alternative that there less
that r0 , may be based on
T Y A,-^ trT'A^T, K= C B(r)'B(r)dr, T= /* B{r)'dBx(r),
i£li Jo Jo
where B,Bi are SMBM (standard multivariate Brownian motion), rep-
resented as row vectors with q and ro elements, respectively.
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ii. A test that the rank of cointegration is r as against the alternative that it
is r + 1, i.e. a test that there are r0 zero roots as against the alternative
that there are at most r0 — 1 zero roots, may be carried out through the
statistic TXr.
Remark 2. Notice that the limiting distribution of the test statistic in i above




while the test statistic in ii is based on the largest root of that system. For this
reason the first test is said to be the trace test, while the second is said to be
the maximal root test for cointegration rank. In the Monte Carlo results, the
test statistic for the trace test is denoted by CRTz{ro), while the test statistic
for the maximal root based test is denoted by MRCz{ro).
Notice, further, that this distribution is not the same as that given in
Johansen and Juselius (1990), in Osterwald-Lenum (1992), or in Saikkonen
(1992), although it is certainly of the same genre. In Johansen, the equivalent
of B and B\ are of the same dimension, while in the conformity context the
first is of dimension q and the second of dimension r0 . Thus, in the Johansen
context the test statistic for a unit root in a two equation system has precisely
the same distribution as a test statistic for a unit root in a q -equation system.
Or, put in slightly different terms, a test statistic for three unit roots in a
four-equation system has the same distribution as the test statistic for three
unit roots in a ten-equation system. Thus, in empirical applications it is more
likely that in larger systems we would find a higher incidence of cointegration
than is perhaps inherent in the data. The distribution of the conformity test
statistic, however, has two parameters, the dimension of the system, q, and the
number of unit roots, ro .
Finally, before we deal with the Monte Carlo design and results, we present
a brief explanation of how the characteristic roots in CCT are related to the
characteristic roots in the likelihood ratio tests given in Johansen (1988), (1991).
Remark 3. If, as in Johansen (1988), (1991), we concentrate the likelihood
function, we ultimately find that we need to minimize with respect to B,
which is a q x r matrix of rank r, the determinant
D(B) = \W'W - W'VB(B'V'VB)-1B>V'W\. (25)
After considerable manipulation, we determine that this requires us to obtain
the (characteristic) roots and vectors of
\\V'V - V'W{W'W)-lW'V\ = 0. (26)
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The solution to the problem is to select the r largest roots, and their associated
characteristic vectors. The latter serve as the estimator of the matrix B in the
rank factorization 11(1) = BY . Note further that, under the null of cointe-
gration, the remaining roots are zero. Hence, in the LR procedure the rank of
cointegration is simply the number of positive roots in the limit version of Eq.
(26). It may be shown that this procedure is equivalent to denning the matrix
Mx = in(i) W n ( i ) , (27)
and obtaining the (nonnull) roots of Mi in the metric of W W/T, i.e. the
roots of
\XW'W - W'V{V'V)-1V'W\ = \XW'W - TMX\ = 0. (28)
In the conformity test context, the rank of cointegration is determined by the
positive roots in the limit version of
| A / - T M | = 0 , or | A S - T M | = 0. (29)
Thus, basically, the LR (Johansen) procedure determines the rank of cointe-
gration by the number of positive roots of the limit of Mi , in the metric of
M*QXQ . The latter is simply the (a.c.) limit of W W/T, and thus the condi-
tional covariance matrix of AXt., conditioned on the a -algebra generated by
the lagged differences. It is this feature that renders such roots less than unity,
and thus impedes the effective separation of roots in empirical applications. By
contrast, the conformity approach determines the rank of cointegration by the
positive characteristic roots of the limit of M , which is the unconditional co-
variance matrix of the cointegral vector, zt. = Xt.U(l), in the metric of the
identity matrix, or the metric of the structural error matrix. Thus, the
roots are not compressed by measuring them in terms of "units" of a possibly
large covariance matrix, and this contributes to a very effective separation of
the zero roots in an empirical context.
4 Monte Carlo Results
4.1 Preliminaries
In this section we present results from a simulation study of the finite sample
behavior of the various tests for cointegration discussed in earlier sections. The
general model we consider is that given by Eq. (1). We use two Data Generating
Processes (DGP), a trivariate VAR(3), and a quadrivariate VAR(4:). To our
knowledge such specifications have not been employed in previous Monte Carlo
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studies and, in particular, no previous study has employed as many lags as we
have incorporated in our design.
The precise method of construction of our DGP may be found in Dhrymes
(1996a). The DGP always contain r0 < q unit roots, so we have built into our
design cointegration of rank r = q — r0 .
Two sample sizes are considered throughout, T — 100, and T = 500.
The choice of sample sizes is meant to provide information on the performance
of the tests examined above in the setting frequently used in empirical work,
(T = 100 ), and to gauge the performance of such tests in samples large enough
so that the limiting distribution results may be presumed to hold reasonably
accurately, (T = 500). The number of replications (R) is set to 3,500 for the
first sample size, and 1,500 for the second one; the limited number of replications
in that case is simply due to excessive computional costs. All computations were
done using the GAUSS programming language.
In most previous Monte Carlo studies, the DGP are constrained either to
be simple VAR(1) or VAR(2) processes with "full" coefficient matrices or to
be special formulations that involve restrictions on the system's parameters; a
popular parametrization is the one initially used by Banerjee et al. (1986), and
subsequently by many other authors. Another variant occsionally employed is
the so called "triangular" system representation, initially proposed by Phillips
(1991) for studying the asymptotic properties of a cointegrated ECM. The major
differences of the DGP we employ, in comparison to previous formulations, are
the explicit inclusion of more lags, thus of more complicated transient dynamics,
and the specification at will of (the inverse) of all the roots of |II(z)| = 0 . In
this fashion we specify explicitly and precisely the salient features of the "forces"
that drive the dynamics of the system, ( VAR{n)), and which may well play
an important role in determining the small sample behavior of various test
statistics. Moreover, the ability to operate in this direct fashion allows us more
flexibility in specifying different stationary root configurations.
4.2 Experimental Design
As mentioned above, an important aspect of the experimental design is the
choice of the stationary roots in the determinantal equation |IX(^ r)| = 0. In
most previous Monte Carlo studies a V AR{\) specification is employed. In
that context, it is rather trivial to choose coefficient matrices, 11;, such that
Eq. (3) has a certain number of unit roots, and stationary roots of any desired
magnitude. However, for higher order systems more care must be exercised.
If we want to obtain the coefficient matrices corresponding to some set of pre-
specified roots, the problem is anything but trivial. This problem is considered
in Dhrymes (1996a), whose solution we have employed in constructing a variety
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of parametric configurations (PC).
We have worked with a trivariate VAR(3) , and a quadrivariate VAR(4).
For the baseline experiments we have chosen error processes which are i.i.d.











1.0 .50 .65 .75
.50 1.0 .55 .85
.65 .55 1.0 .45
.75 .85 .45 1.0
(30)
for the trivariate and quadrivariate specifications, respectively. In addition to
the baseline error structure, we have considered errors which are i.i.d. centered
chi-square, and zero mean errors which are MA(4).
The PC for these specifications are given below in Tables 1, (trivariate V AR(3)),
and 2, (quadrivariate VAR(A)). The parametric configuations exhibited therein
consist of specifications with one, two, and three unit roots, each combined with
low, moderate, and large stationary roots.
Table 1
TRIVARIATE VAR{3)
Inverse of the Roots of |n(z)| = 0 ,
and Characteristic Roots of true M .
PCI PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6











































































In the trivariate design, PCI, PC3, and PC5 have one unit root and small,
medium, and large stationary roots, respectively; PC2, PC4, and PC6 have
two unit roots, and small, medium, and large stationary roots respectively. It
should be noted that PC4 has two unit roots, but the (only) nonzero root of the
true M is .07; this implies that this particular PC design represents a "nearly"
noncointegrated 1(1) process, although arguably one could claim that this
is onlya matter of "scaling". In line with this interpretation, it is interesting
to note that for T = 100 , the CCT framework gives comparable root ratios
between the pairs, first/ second, and second/third (14 vs. 11).
Table 2
QUADRIVARIATE VAR(4)








































































































































































































































































































By contrast, in the LRT framework the comparable numbers are 3 and 7. Simi-
larly, in PC6 we also have two unit roots, but the largest root of the true M is
only .16, which implies that this design represents a cointegrated, but a "slow"
developing, 1(1) process.
Basically, the same arrangement was followed in the quadrivariate design,
except that it proved exceedingly difficult to obtain a parametric configuration
with three unit roots and large stationary roots, i.e. roots of about |.95| .
Because we wished to examine the bias of the estimated roots of M , we
have also provided in the tables the roots of the true M . An interesting feature
of both specifications is the wide variabilty in the largest root of the true M.
The likelihood ratio (LR) (Johansen's), and Stock and Watson's (SW) tests
are constructed as they are described in the respective references. We note that
in obtaining the SW qf(k, m) test we have used, for filtering, a lag polynomial of
degree two for the trivariate VAR(3) , and degree three for the quadrivariate
VAR(A) . This choice of lags is simply based on the number of lags in the
specification of the experimental design. Critical values for these tests were
obtained, respectively, from our own tabulations, Dhrymes (1998), Appendix II
of Chapter 6, and Table 1 of Stock and Watson (1988).
In all of our experiments we estimate the "true" model, i.e. we always use
the same number of lags as the DGP in question, and no constant. We did
not use any method of selecting the lag length, as it is commonly done in other
studies, because we did not wish to investigate the properties of a misspecified
model. Neither did we include a constant, since in practical applications we
can always work with series that have been detrended or demeaned. For the
ARMA(4:,A) specification we have used the error process
3=0
The polynomial operator was invertible, the inverse of the roots of the char-
acteristic equation |A(z)| = 0 was bounded by .8, and the e-process was one
of i.i.d. normal vectors with mean zero and covariance matrix as given in Eq.
(28).
5 Estimation of the Roots of M:
Bias Assessment
5.1 Normal Errors (i.i.d.)
As we mentioned in section 2, a feature of the M matrix is that the number of its
zero characteristic roots corresponds to the number of unit roots in the system,
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i.e. in |II(z)| = 0. Thus, we expect to see a clear indication of the existence
of cointegration just by visual inspection of the characteristic roots of M. Since
these roots correspond to an 'unconditional' covariance matrix, their magnitude
is not restricted. This is in contrast to J's procedure, where the characteristic
roots of the appropriate matrix correspond to the roots of a conditional in the
metric of an unconditional covariance matrix and are, thus, constrained to be
less than one. As, at this stage, we do not have the 'true' characteristic roots
corresponding to J's procedure we will have to rely on estimated quantities.
We begin the presentation of our results with the Monte Carlo means of J's
roots and the means of the estimated roots of M. Results in this subsection are
for the case where the DGP has i.i.d. normal errors. Tables 3 and 4 contain the
results for the trivariate VAR(3) and Tables 5 and 6 those for the quadrivariate
VAR(4) model.
In Tables 3A and 3B, below, we have the Monte Carlo means of the estimated
roots of M for the trivariate VAR(3), T = 100, and T = 500, respectively.
There is always positive bias in the estimation of roots for all PC. The bias
of estimators corresponding to the zero roots of the true M is generally of the
order of 10~2 . Exception is the estimator of the smallest root when the sample
is 500.
The use of the metric of £ enhances the separation of the zero from the
non-zero roots in PCI and PC2, which both have small stationary roots, but
has almost no effect for the other PC. For example, for T = 100 inPCl,
Table 3A
TRIVARIATE VAR(3)
Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Roots of M;




















































the ratio A2/A3 is 20.7 when the identity metric is used, but 33 when the metric
of E is used. On the other hand, for PC5 the relevant ratios are 10.85 and 11.21,
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respectively. The same comments apply for the ratio Ai/A2 for PC2, PC4, and
PC6. The separation is, of course, enhanced when T = 500 is used.
Examining the relative bias (RB) 6 of the non-zero roots we find that it
fluctuates across PC, but is relatively stable in the two metrics: those configu-




Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Roots of M;




















































and T = 100, we have RBI = 43% and RBS = 45%, while the relevant measures
for PC5, which has big stationary roots, are RBI = 97% and RBS = 81%. The
respective values for T = 500 are: for PCI, RBI = 2.62% and RBS = 4.01%;
for PC5, RBI = 13.6% and RBS = 12.8%. This is a reduction of about 80% to
95%. For the zero roots a similar measure, A100/A500 across samples, indicates
that the reduction in the magnitude of the estimated roots is similarly quite
high.
In Table 4 we have the estimated roots of J's ML procedure. The separation
of the non-zero from the zero roots is, by construction, inferior to that of the
roots of M; the roots of J are constrained to lie in the unit interval, thus the
separation is obscured. A few examples: for PCI and T = 100 the ratio A2/A3
is 14.41 compared to 20.7 and 33 in the conformity framework. For T = 500,
the relevant numbers are 78 for J, and 82.5 and 175 for conformity. For PC5
6
 We define RB as the ratio of the estimated root to the true root minus one; RBI stands
for the relative bias of the estimated roots in the identity metric, while RBS stands for the
relative bias of the estimated roots in the error covariance matrix metric.
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the separation is closer to the conformity framework; for T = 100 the ratios
now are 7.9 for J and 10.82, 11.21 for conformity, while for T = 500 are 24.5
for J, and 13, 23.66 for conformity. Note how the absolute magnitude of the
roots of J diminishes as the sample size increases. Also, the ratio A1Oo/A5oO is




Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Roots of J;





























































































We next turn to the examination of the quadrivariate VAR(4) system. In Tables
5A and 5B, below, we have the Monte Carlo means of the conformity approach.
The separation and bias results are now somewhat more complex. We begin by
looking on the first three PC, those with small stationary roots.
For T = 100, the RB measures for the estimated non-zero roots are lower for
the estimators in the metric of E , for the first root. For PCI, we have RBI =
195%, against RBS = 55%; for PC2, RBI = 80% and RBS = 45%; and for PC3,
we have RBI = 137% and RBS = 48%. For the estimation of the second and
third non-zero roots the RB measures for estimators in the identity metric are
lower. The separation of roots is similar for both metrics, the only exception
being PC3 where the ratio Ai/A2 is 27.1 for the identity metric, but 262.7 for
the metric of £ . The same patterns are present for T = 500 as well. For PC
4 and 5, both of which have big stationary roots, the largest root is estimated
with substantially lower RB, even for T = 100, in both metrics than is the case
for the first three PC. The relevant numbers are RBI = 70% and RBS = 37%
for PC4, and RBI = 60% and RBS = 31% for PC5. The separation of roots





Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Roots of M;






















































































Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Roots of M;





























































































































Finally, for PC 6 to 8, with medium stationary roots, the results are similar to
the first three PC: the largest root is estimated with substantial RB, while the
other positive roots have comparably lower RB. The metric of E gives lower
RBI in estimating the largest root; for example, the relevant numbers for PC6,
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T = 100 are, RBI = 488% and RBS = 142%. For PC7 we have, again for T
= 100, RBI = 228% and RBS = 90%, respectively. The other non-zero roots
have, in general, smaller RB in estimation. The bias reduction across samples,




Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Roots of J;






















































































































The relevant results for J's procedure are given in Table 6, above. The roots
exhibit the same basic behavior as in the smaller, trivariate, system. We can
note in addition that the largest root does not diminish considerably, in absolute
magnitude, across samples, while the other positive roots in most cases do. The
ratio for the estimated zero roots is 5 to 8, across PCs.
5.2 Correlated and Non-Symmetric Errors
In this subsection we present the estimated roots of the Conformity and LR
frameworks when the DGP has correlated and non-symmetric errors. For these
extensions, due to computatinal limitations, we used only 4 out of 6 PC for
the trivariate system, and 4 out of 8 PC for the quadrivatiate system. Specif-
ically, we use PC 1, 2, 5, 6 for the trivariate system, and PC 1, 2, 4, 5 for the
quadrivariate. Our choices were motivated by the desire to provide some insight
into the consequences of error misspecification, and the sensitivity of tests for
this type of misspecification. In view of the earlier results, we report only the
estimated roots of M in the metric of £ . Tables 7 and 8 contain the relevant
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results for the trivariate system only. Results for the quadrivariate specifica-
tion are similar and are omitted in the interest of conserving space. They are,
however, available on request from the authors.
Table 7A
TRIVARIATE VAR(Z)
Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Roots of M;


































































The most striking result of the experiment reported in Table 7A is the high bias
with which the non-zero roots are estimated; this bias diminishes at the rate
of approximately 10-13%, as the sample increases from T = 100 to T = 500.
The separation of the zero from the non-zero roots remains intact; however, the
zero roots are not estimated very well. For example, for T = 100, the second
estimated root of PC2 is 0.315. For T = 500 the second estimated root of PC6
is 0.273. We recall that in the case of i.i.d. normal errors the bias of zero root
estimators was of the order of 10~2 ; now it is of the order of 10"1 .
Table 7B
TRIVARIATE VAR(3)
Monte Carlo Means of Estimated Roots of M;




































































































































The most striking phenomenon rreported in Table 7B is the opposite of the
phenomenon noted in the case of i.i.d. but non-symmetric errors. The non-zero
roots are now persistently underestimated in both sample sizes. Moreover, the
situation worsens as the sample increases. Exception is PC6 where the first root
is overestimated, for T = 100, but underestimated for T = 500. Given the fact
of underestimation, the separation of the roots is diminished, but the zero roots
are now estimated in a similar fashion with the baseline experiments. With the
exception of the second root on PC6 for a sample of 100, all the estimated zero
roots have bias of order 10~2 .
In Tables 8A and 8B we have the relevant roots for J's framework. Here, we
can only make comparisons of estimated roots across experiments. For the case
of MA(3) errors we also observe increases in the magnitude of the estimated
non-zero roots. For example, in PCI and for T = 100, the estimated first and
second largest roots double in magnitude, while the estimated zero root has the
same magnitude. This increased magnitude remains in the larger sample, with
a negligible reduction of about 1-2%. On the other hand, for all estimated zero
roots we can see, as in the example before, that they do not change magnitude
in any substantive way from the case of i.i.d. normal errors.
For the case of the \2 errors, in Table 8B, we have a similar situation to
the encountered in Table 7B (conformity framework), viz. underestimation of
the non-zero roots, here of course relative to the estimated roots of the baseline
case not to any 'true' roots. But this underestimation is very 'mild' in all cases
except PC6. For example, in PCI and for T = 100, the first two roots of the
baseline case are higher in magnitude by about 10% and 6%, respectively. For
the other PC, and for the larger sample, the relevant percentages are somewhat
higher. As before, the estimated zero roots have the same magnitude as in the





































































So, thus far we have seen two different patterns of behavior for the non-zero roots
for both the Conformity and the LR frameworks: the presence of correlated
errors leads to overestimation, while the presence of non-symmetric errors leads
to underestimation. The estimated zero roots have almost the same magnitude
of estimation independently of the error process. Finally, a noteworthy result
from the quadrivariate system is that in the case of correlated errors the largest
estimated root, in the LR context, is very close to unity for all four PC examined,
as illustrated in Table 8C below.
Table 8C
Estimated Largest Root of J
















From Eq. (26) we see that an approximate unit root implies that there exists a
nonnull vector, say a. such that
W'[Iq - 0. (32)
In turn, this means that the matrix of second moments of the residuals in the
regression of NAX't. on NX^. is nearly singular; this would further imply
that the two vectors are nearly linearly dependent which, on the face of it, is
an anomalous situation.
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6 Size and Power of the Test Statistics
In this section we discuss the size and power properties of the various test
procedures examined earlier. First, we examine the performance characteristics
of the CRTz(ro) , LRT(r0), and SW's <?/(&, m) tests. Second, we examine the
performance of the standard CRT test, all using a design where the error process
is zero mean, i.i.d. and Gaussian. Finally, we examine the sensitivity of the
properties of such tests to misspecification of the error process. In particular,
we consider the case where the error process is a zero mean (invertible) moving
average, and the case where it is centered (with one degree of freedom, i.e. it
We remind the reader that CRTz(r0) is the conformity test based on the
limiting distribution of the estimators of zero roots, while CRT is the confor-
mity test based on the limiting distribution of estimators of non-zero roots.
6.1 Normal Errors (i.i.d.)
In this part we present the empirical rejection frequencies (ERF), for the various
tests applied to the standard specification with a zero mean i.i.d. Gaussian
process. The nominal size examined is a = 0.05. The results for the CRTz
and LRT tests are presented together, while the results for the qf(k,m) tests
are presented in separate tables. Here, we present only the results for the
'trace' tests, but not those corresponding to the maximal root. The latter are
presented in the Appedix, Tables Al through A12, and we will, in the course
of our discussion, comment on them when appropriate.
Tables 9 and 10 contain the results for the trivariate system, while Tables
11 and 12 contain those for the quadrivariate system.
The tables are meant to be read as follows: for the CRTz and LRT tests,
each column block has the ERF for the hypothesis that the last r0 roots are
zero. So, for example, in Table 9A the first two columns have the ERF for the
hypothesis that all three roots are zero, which is the hypothesis of no cointegra-
tion; the next two columns have the ERF for the hypothesis that the smallest
two roots are zero, thus for the hypothesis that the cointegrating rank is 1.
In the tables containing the ERF for the SW tests qj(k,m), k is set equal
to q and each column has the ERF for the hypothesis that the largest root is
one (m = 1), the second largest root is one (m = 2 ) , the third largest root is
one ( m = 3) and so on.
In the SW framework, a rejection under the column labeled m = 1 indicates
a rejection of the null that the largest root is one and, consequently, that the
sequence is stationary and thus there are no "common trends"; a rejection
under the column labeled m = 2 means a rejection of the null that the second
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largest root is one and, consequently, that the system is cointegrated of rank (at
least) two, or there is at most one "common trend"; finally, a rejection under
the column m = 3 indicates a rejection of the null that the third largest root
is one and, consequently, that the system is cointegrated of rank (at least) one,
or there are at most two "common trends", and so on.
Finally, we should note that our use of the SW test is not precisely that
intended by the authors in their notation qf(k,m). None the less our test
implementation is based on the limiting distribution of the ordered roots as
given in their paper.
Table 9A below contains the ERF for the trivariate system with T = 100. Both
the CRTz{3) and LRT(3) tests strongly reject no cointegration, except for
the LRT(3) in PC4 where it accepts no cointegration, i.e. that there are three
unit roots 42% of the time. Since PC4 has only one unit root and big
stationary roots, it appears that the imperfect separation of roots in the LR
framework leads to considerable loss of power. The tests for r0 = 2 show that
the two tests exhibit a tradeoff between size and power. Thus, for PCI and PC2
they behave almost identically, with correct sizes and power. For PC3 (one unit
Table 9A
TRIVARIATE VAR(3)
Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz(r0), LRT(rQ)


















































root) the conformity test has considerably more power than the LR test; for
PC4 and PC6 the conformity test exhibits considerable size distortions, while
the size distortions of the LR test are small by comparison. This is perhaps
not entirely unexpected in view of the fact that these two PC have a "nearly
collinear" parametric structure, and the conformity test is based directly on the
rank of 11(1), (rank(M) = rank[( II (1)]). In connection with these results, it
worth noting that the maximal root test for ro = 3 for PC3 shows that the
conformity test has an ERF of 1.0, while the LR test has an ERF of .855.
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Finally, we observe from the last two columns of the table that both tests
have comprable ERF in detecting cointegration, in that the entries of the last
column (which relates to the test that the smallest root of the system is zero)
are very close to zero, and comparable as between the two tests.
In Table 9B, below, we give the ERF for the trivariate system when T = 500. As
expected, the results closely parallel those indicated by the asympotic theory,
and the problems encountered with the smaller sample disappear, in all but one
instance: The CRTz(2) test for the last two roots in PC6 still exhibits a high
size distortion.
The results for SW's qj(ki m) test are given in Table 10 below. They show that
this test is very weak and inconclusive; it suffers both from power problems and
size distortions. These problems do not seem to disappear when the sample is
increased to T = 500. As an example, for T = 100, PCI (which has one unit
root), the test correctly rejects the hypothesis that the third and second largest
roots are one, (for m = 2 and m = 3), but it also rejects the hypothesis that the
largest root is one in 63% of the replications, and thus finds stationarity!
Table 9B
TRIVARIATE VAR(3)
Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz(r0), LRT(r0)


















































This problem is incountered among all configurations, and in both samples.
As another example, consider PC4 (which has two unit roots) where the test
almost always accepts the null that the third largest root is one, i.e. that the
sequence is 7(1) and not cointegrated. By constrast, for T = 100 in 37% of
the replications it accepts the view that the sequence is stationary, since it
rejects the null that the largest root is one. For T = 500 this situation occurs
in 59% of the replications.
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Thus, our conclusion has to be that the SW test procedure does not provide




Empirical Rejection Frequencies for S h W's qj(k:m) test
















































































In Tables 11 and 12 we present the results for the quadrivariate model; Table
11A reports ERF for the conformity and LR tests for sample size T = 100,
Table 11B those for T = 500, while Table 12 contains the results for the SW
tests.
Both conformity and LR tests detect cointegration quite well although the
conformity test exhibits more power as evident from the first two columns of the
table. The tests for the last 3 roots, columns labeled CRTz{S) and LRT(3),
respectively, show the same pattern of trade-off between size and power as we
noted in the trivariate system.
For PCI both tests correctly reject the hypothesis that all four roots are zero.
For PC2 CRTZ{3) has considerable power, .95, while the LRT(3) test has
relatively low power, .587, i.e. in approximately 42% of the replications it
accepts the hypothesis the last three roots are zero, i.e. that the system has
three unit roots, while in truth PC2 has only two unit roots. On the other
hand for PC3 both tests have size problems; CRTz(3) rejects the hypothesis
that the last three roots are zero in about 50% of the replications, while LRT(3)
rejects this hypothesis in about 10% of the replications, even though the nominal
size is 5%. In PC4 and PC5, which both have large stationary roots, we see that
LRT(3) has severe power problems: in about 60% and 70% of the replications
it accepts the hypothesis that the last three roots are zero, i.e. it accepts the
29





CRTz(r0), LRT(ro),T = 100



























































































The CRTz(3) test exhibits very serious size distortions for PC8; in 89% of the
replications it rejects the (true) null that the last three roots are zero. The
comparable figure for the LRT(3) is 30%, so that it too suffers size distortions
albeit of a milder nature. For PC7 (which has only two unit roots) CRTz{3)
has considerably more power than the LRT(3), since the latter accepts the
hypothesis that the cointegrating rank is 1 (q — r0) instead of the correct 2 in
74% of the replications. By contrast, the CRTz(3) test does so in only 15% of
the replications. For the last two roots (columns labeled CRTzi^) , CRTz(l),
and similarly for the LR test) we observe relatively low power for both tests
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even though on balance the conformity tests is the more powerful of the two;
the size characteristics are also similar with the LR test having empirical size




CRTz(r0), LRT{r0), T = 500



























































































In addition, it is worth noting that the conformity maximal root test, MRC(2),
for the second root has much higher power than the corresponding trace, CRTZ(2),
test; as an example for PCI the table entry for the trace test is .743; if we
recorded the maximal root test based result it would have been .871. The same
is true of PC4 and PC6. The opposite phenomenon holds for the maximal root
of the LR test, viz. that the power characteristics of the maximal root based
LR test are lower than those of the trace based LR test.
Finally, as before, both tests easily detect the presence of cointegration.
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The results for T = 500 are given in Table 11B. As expected, both tests now have
almost no size or power problems. It is noteworthy how close the results are on
the tests for the last three roots (upper panel). An anomaly in terms of earlier
ressults occurs in PC4 (which has one unit root and two large stationary roots),
where the conformity test rejects the hypothesis that the last two roots are zero
in 30% of the replications only, while the LR test rejects this hypothesis in 75%
of the replications. This is the only case where the CRTz test underestimates
the true cointegrating rank, a feature, thus far, almost exclusively of the LRT
test. Again, it is worth noting that the maximal root based conformity test
in this case has higher power, .504 while the maximal root based LR test has
identical power as reported in the table, viz. .747.
We conclude this section by examining the results obtained using the SW
qf(k,m) test for the quadrivariate system. They are given in Table 12 below.
As in the smaller system, we have confusing results here as well. The test's per-
formance is very weak and inconclusive: the test correctly detects the presence
of cointegration, by rejecting the null of 4 'common trends', but suffers from
power losses in that it frequently accepts stationarity! In light of these findings
the intermediate results about the rank are of no significance and thus we must




Empirical Rejection Frequencies for S & W's qf(k:m) test






















































































































































6.2 Correlated and Non-Symmetric Errors
In this subsection we examine the sensitivity of the tests examined earlier to
misspecification in the error process. In particular we examine "VARs" whose
error process is a moving average, and a centered chi-square (i.e. Xi ~ 1 • We
present, in Tables 13, 14, 15, and 16, results only for the conformity and LR
tests. In the trivariate case we deal with PCI, PC2, PC5 and PC6, while in the
quadrivariate case we deal with PCI, PC2, PC4, and PC5.
In Tables 13 through 16 we present the ERF for the case where the error process
is misspecified. The entries therein, therefore, are not to be interpreted in the
same strict manner as in the earlier tables; in that case the entries serve two
important purposes. First, they indicate how closely the critical values obtained
from the limiting distribution approximate the finite (small in the case of T =
100) critical values and, second, how large should the sample be in order to
get a very close approximation. In addition, they also provide information on
the relative performance of the conformity vis-a-vis the likelihood ratio test.
In the case where the error processes are misspecified the results shed light
only on the relative performance of the two tests, except in the case where the
misspecified error process yields precisely the same asymptotic theory as the
standard (i.i.d. normal) error process. When we use an MA(3) error process
the limiting distribution of both tests is not the same. In the case of i.i.d.
Xi — 1 errors, the latter would yield the same limiting distribution theory and




Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz(r0), LRT(r0)




































In Table 13A we have the ERF for T = 100, with the trivariate system
and moving average errors. Both tests always reject the hypothesis of no-
cointegration, i.e. r0 = 3, as is evident from the ERF in the first column
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block of the table. For PCI we see almost no difference relative to the case of
i.i.d. normal errors, see Table 9A, except slight increases in power for r0 = 2,
for both tests, and a slight increase in the empirical size of both tests for the last
root. For PC2 both tests have size problems when testing for the last two roots,
rQ = 2; the CRTZ{2) test suffers more with an ERF of 51.7% versus 32.7%
for the LRT(2) test. In PC5 both tests have power problems when testing for
the last two roots; now LRT{2) suffers slightly more than CRTZ{2) . For PC6
we have again size problems, as in PC2, when testing r0 = 2. The CRTz{2)
test has higher size distortion compared to the LRT test. Note that the size
distortion for the LRT test, for PC6, is almost the same as its size distortion for
PC2. Both PC2 and PC6 have two unit roots but they differ in the magnitude
of their stationary roots. Both tests fare equally badly or equally well, except in
the case of PC6 (which has two unit roots and two large stationary roots) where
the conformity test rejects the null of two zero roots in 85% of the replications,
while the likelihood ratio test does so in only 38% of the replications. Finally,
both tests have no problem in detecting cointegration, i.e. they almost always
accept that the last root is zero.
The results for T = 500, given in Table 13B below, do not show substantial
improvement, although now the performance of the two tests is equally bad or
equally good, depending on one's point of view. For example the poor perfor-
mance of the conformity test for PC6 is offset by the uniformly worse perfor-
mance of the likelihood ratio test in testing whether the smallest root is zero,
which is rejected inordinately frequently by that test.
Table 13B
TRIVARIATE VAR(3)
Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz(r0), LRT(r0)




































The ERF of the two tests for the case of non-symmetric errors is given in Tables
14A and 14B below. Here the limiting distribution theory remains valid and




Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTZ{TQ) , LRT(r0)




































Table 14A has results for T = 100 and Table 14B has results for T = 500.
For T = 100, the first two columns indicate a superior performance on the
part of the conformity test vis-a-vis the likelihood ratio test. For example in
the case of PC6 (which has two unit roots and one large stationary root) the
likelihood ratio test in 44% of the replications accepts the hypothesis that the
sequence is 1(1) and noncointegrated. On the other hand, for the same PC6,
CRTZ rejects the hypothesis of two zero roots in 65% of the replications (size
distortion), while the likelihood ratio test does so in only 8% of the replications.
Otherwise the performance of the two tests is comparable. As we noted earlier
the maximal root version of the conformity test has considerably smaller size
distortion and approximately the same power. Thus, for example, if instead of
the CRTz(2) (trace) test we used the maximal root test (i.e. used only the
second root) the ERF would have been .212 for the conformity test and .077 for
the likelihood ratio test. Contrast this with Table 14A where the corresponding
entries are .654 and .082, respectively.
Table 14B
TRIVARIATE VAR(3)
Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz(ro), LRT(r0)





































The results for T = 500 are given in Table 14B. Again the two tests perform
equally well, except in PC5 and PC6, when testing the hypothesis that the last
two roots are zero. For PC5 the power of the conformity test is .385, while
that of the likelihood ratio test is .636. As we noted earlier, however, if we
employ tests based on the maximal root the relevant powers would have been
.522 and .62, respectively. For PC6, the conformity test rejects a correct null
too frequently, in 54% of the replications.
In Table 15A, below, we present the ERF for the quadrivariate system, T =
100, and MA(4) errors.
In the first two columns of the table it is evident that the two tests uniformly
reject the hypothesis that the sequence is 1(1) and not cointegrated. In the next
two columns the conformity test unformly rejects the hypothesis that there are
three zero roots, i.e. that the system has three unit roots. The likelihood
ratio test, however, accepts the hypothesis of three zero roots in 32% of the
replications, i.e. it finds cointegration of rank 1, instead of the correct rank 2.
In the next two columns the conformity test exhibits size distortions, i.e. it
rejects the correct null of two zero roots in PC2 and PC5 in about 78% of
Table 15 A
QUADRIVARIATE VAR(A)
Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz(ro), LRT(r0)



















































the replications, while the likelihood ratio test does so in about
the replications, respectively.
Vo and 17% of
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Finally, in the tests of the smallest root, both conformity and likelihood
ratio tests do equally well, or equally badly, exhibiting size distortions for PC4,
i.e. they reject a correct null in 13% and 16% of the replications respectively.
When the sample size is increased to T = 500, the behavior of the coformity
test improves, while that of the likelihood ratio test worsens. None the less size
distortions persist for the conformity test in the case of PC2 and PC5 and the
size distortion for the likelihood ratio test in PC5 (LRT{2)) worsens.
In Tables 16 A and 16B we presents ERF for the case when the error process is
non-symmetric ( x\ ~ 1 )• For T = 100, the conformity test exhibits considerably
more power than the likelihood ratio test, as evident from the first four columns
of Table 16A. The conformity test exhibits slightly more size distortions than
the likelihood ratio test, as evident from the third column.
Table 15B
QUADRIVARIATE VAR(A)
Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz{ro), LRT(r0)



















































As we also noted in the trivariate system, the power characteristics of the con-
formity test is improved if we use, instead of the trace, the maximal root test.
Thus, as an example, for PCI and the test that the last two roots are null, the
maximal root test will yield an ERF of .816, instead of .685, as recorded in the
table.
The use of the larger sample size, T = 500, improves the performance of
both tests, but the likelihood ratio test imrpoves more significantly. The two




Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz(ro), LRT(r0)





















































Empirical Rejection Frequencies, CRTz(r0), LRT(r0)


















































or the last root, are null; in the test of whether the last two roots are null, i.e.
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that the system has two unit roots (when in fact it has only one) the conformity
test has low power relative to that of the likelihood ratio test, .2 as against .71.
We should note gain that the maximal root version of the conformity test ex-
hibits somewhat greater power. As an example, if we employ the maximal root
to test the hypothesis that the last three roots are zero for PC5 (which in fact
has only two zero roots) the ERF would have been .902, instead of .783 as
recorded in Table 16B. Similarly, for PC4 the maximal root test has an ERF of
.380, instead of .200 as is recorded in Table 16B.
We conclude the discussion of the performance of the conformity test based
on zero root estimators by examining the case of trivariate random walk and
a 10-variate VAR{2), of cointegrating rank nine and eight, i.e. with one and
two unit roots, respectively. The first is designed to guage the performance
of the conformity and likelihood ratio tests when the underlying sequence is
7(1) and not cointegrated, and the second to examine the cojecture that in
reltively small samples the likelihood ratio test will do relatively less well in large
systems, especially when the test pertains to the smaller roots of the system.
Due to computatinal limitation we did not undertake a full examination of such
structures, but Tables 17, 18, and 19 are all based on 3,500 replications. The
construction of the vector random walk is self evident. In the 10-variate system
the stationary roots were, respectively, .6, .55, .5, .45, .4, .35, .3, .26, .22, .19,
.17, .14, .12, .09, . 07, .06, .04, .02 and .6, .55, .5, .45, .4, .35, .3, .26, .22, .19,
.17, .14, .12, .09, . 07, .06, .04. Table 17, contains the results for the trivariate
random walk, and Tables 18 and 19 those for the 10-variate system.
Table 17
TRIVARIATE VECTOR RANDOM WALK
ERF, Trace and Maximal Root Tests






























From Table 17 is quite evident that the two procedures perform equally well.
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Table 18
10-VARIATE VAR{2), Cointegrated of rank 9
ERF, Trace and Maximal Root Tests
Nominal Size 0.05, normal errors (i.i.d.)
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10-VARIATE VAR(2), Cointegrated of rank 8
ERF, Trace and Maximal Root Tests









































































































The conformity test has a tendency toward positive size distortions, while
the likelihood ratio test has a tendency toward negative size distortions. In
the case of the latter case one sees the strong influence exerted by the imposition
of the (false) null. One might argue that, at least in the case of the likelihood
ratio test these (trace) tests are moot since, under the null (that all three roots
are zero) the undelying sequence is not cointegrated and, thus, it violates a
basic assumption involved in estimation.
6.3 Performance of the Standard CCT Tests
In Tables 20A and 20B we give the empirical rejection frequencies for the "stan-
dard" conformity tests; these tests involve hypotheses regarding the sum of
roots, at least one of which is nonnull. In such cases we have a well devel-
oped asymptotic theory, and the results presented therein indicate considerable
power, both for the trivariate and the quadrivariate design. Notice that here
we actually test hypotheses that the sum is not null by means of confidence
intervals. For simplicity of comparison with the earlier results we report our
findings as if the hypotheses asserted that the sum of the roots in question were
null, when in fact we know, from the design that they are not. Thus, although
the tables read as if they report on the rejection of a false null, in fact they
report on the acceptance of a true null.
Table 20A
TRIVARIATE VAR(3)















































































































































































































The present study explores the properties of three system-based cointegration
tests: the newly proposed Conformity Test for Cointegration, Dhrymes (1996b),
the likelihood ratio test, Johansen (1988), (1991), and Stock and Watson's
qf(k, m) test, Stock and Watson (1988). The main contribution of the paper is
a detailed study of the finite sample properties of these tests.
In carrying out this study we have employed a new method for the design of
the data generating process, (DGP), here a cointegrated VAR(n), that allows us
to specify the characterisitc roots of the system at will. Computational problems
confined our full scale analysis, at most, to a quadrivariate VAR(4) with one,
two and three unit roots, and stationary roots which were alternatively small,
medium, and large (up to .95); there was also a limited examinatin of trivariate
random walks and 10-variate systems with one and two unit roots only. The
procedure for obtaining such parametric specifications is outlined in Dhrymes
(1996a).
The DGP we have actually employed were two VARs with coefficient ma-
trices which are unconstrained beyond the specification of the system's roots;
in particular we have employed VARs with three variables and three lags, and
four variables and four lags, and we have used two sample sizes, 100 and 500.
The first sample size is used widely in other Monte Carlo studies of this sort,
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and is also found frequently in empirical work. The other sample size has not
been used before. In a recent study, Toda (1995) uses a sample of 400. The
presumption is that for T = 500 asymptotics theory offers a very satisfactory
approximation to the actual distribution of the estimators and the test statis-
tics.
The baseline error process used was zero mean i.i.d. normal errors, as spec-
ified in the standard VAR. We have also considered two additional error pro-
cesses: moving average errors of order 3 and 4, and centered chi-square errors
(with one degree of freedom).
Our findings, concerning the performance of the tests, can be briewfly stated
as follows: First, for the case of i.i.d. normal errors, the CRTz and LRT tests
exhibit quite good characteristics, even for sample size T = 100, ut the CRTz
tests suffers relatively more from size distortions, while the LRT has severe
power problems.
The CRTz test was found to have size distortions, occasionally of relatively
high magnitude, only in PC with large stationary roots, and more than one unit
roots. For the smaller sample, T = 100, the conformity test has by far better
power than the likelihood ratio test. While the latter lacks power in situations
where the stationary roots of the VAR are small, the power performance of the
conformity test is affected only when the PC in question has large stationary
roots. In such 'difficult' parametric configurations we have found that the max-
imal root version of the cointegration test has, almost always higher power and,
on occasion, substantially higher power; accordingly, we recommend it as a sup-
plement to the trace (CRTz) test. The maximal root version of the likelihood
ratio test (MRT) does not exhibit substantial differences relative to the trace
(LRT) test. For the larger sample, T = 500, the power performance of the two
tests is almost identical.
The performance of the q/(k, m) test is very weak and inconclusive, a result
also obtained by Yap and Reinsel (1995). While in some instances the test ex-
hibits high power in detecting cointegration, i.e. rejecting that the smallest root
is unity, it also frequently rejects that the largest root is unity, thus concluding
that the series in question is stationary.
As the dimension of the system under study increases, from q — 3 to q
= 4, we have observed, for T = 100, power losses for both the CRTz and
LRT tests, even in PC with small stationary roots. While the power differ-
ences between the two tests in the smaller system were not large, in the larger
(quadrivariate) system the LRT test is considerably less powerful, by as much
as 30% in some PCs, in comparison to the CRTz test. The general result that
emerges from this study is that, potentially, both tests can underestimate the
true cointegrating rank but the LRT test is much more likely to do so than
the CRTZ test.
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When moving average errors were used as the error process in the DGP we
have observed increased power at some instances; this may be attributable to
the overestimation of the non-zero roots in both the CRTz and LRT. But
the size distortions are now much more severe for both tests. An important
and interesting finding in this case is that as the sample size increases the
size distortions for the LRT test increase rather than decrease, se for example
Tables 13A and 13B, thus making the use of the LRT test especially susceptible
to error.
On the other hand, when non-symmetric \2 errors are used we have ob-
served no size problems, as in the case of i.i.d. normal errors. Loss of power was
observed but it was limited to the case of 'difficult' PC, with large stationary
roots and in general disappear when a sample of T = 500 was used.
The two finding regarding alternative error processes are easily understood
if we note that with MA(3) or MA(4) errors the estimation procedure employed
renders the asymptotic theory on which the tests are based invalid. Thus, the
empirical performance of the tests need not improve with an increase in sample
size. On the other hand, the asymptotic theory on which the tests are based
remains valid when the error process is i.i.d. with distribution Xi ~~ 1 •
The conformity test based on the nonzero roots, which has a standard limit-
ing distribution, is extremely effective in establishing the presence of cointegra-
tion, but is not easily employed in establishing the rank of cointegration. This
is due to the fact that it lacks power against alternatives that involve sums of
zero roots.
In view of the above we conclude that much better inference is to be ob-
tained by the simultaneous use of the CRTz a n d the LRT tests. Their design
differences should allow a researcher to better capture the probabilistic proper-
ties of the series under study. Once cointegration has been established, which
both tests achieve without any difficulty, the search for the cointegrating rank
should be done using both procedures; LRT is likely to underestimate the
rank, as Toda (1995) also reports, due to power problems, and the CRTz test
can readily help in reducing this potential. Finally, based on our results, and
in agreement with Yap and Reinsel (1995), we cannot recommend the qj(k,m)
test for empirical use.
One last comment on the behavior of the the likelihood ratio test. This
test is effectively based on statistics which reflect the cointegration hypothesis,
i.e. the residual matrices V and W employed in such test reflect the rank
factorization BY' imposed by the null. When the null is true this leads to a
net benefit for LRT, but when it is false, it seems to result in apreciable loss
of power. This seems to be what comes through a great deal of the Monte Carlo
results presented earlier. In this light, and whith relatively small samples, the
use of the Conformity test in empirical research seems to be highly desirable.
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Our work can be extended to several directions. A major field for extensions
would be misspesification analysis: Using the design adopted by this study, we
can test for the effects of lag misspecification in cointegrated VAR(n) models,
with n arbitrary. According to the results of Boswijk and Frances (1992), for
the LRT test, underspecification leads to size distortions whereas overspecifi-
cation leads to power loss; one can examine this issue in the context of the
conformity test.
Given our results on the models with moving average errors, one can extend
the results of Van Giersbergen (1996) on the use of bootstrapping, which can
be applied to the conformity framework. Finally, one can consider the effects of
the presence or absence of trends in the data and estimation and examine the
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APPENDIX
In this appendix we present in tabular form a number of results from our
study which we did not include in the main body of the paper and on which we
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